FUJITSU Image Scanner fi-7700S

Heavy-duty & flexible production scanner for professional use

shaping tomorrow with you
Stable and smooth scanning of a large volume of documents or various types of documents

The fi-7700S allows you to scan A4 landscape documents at 75 ppm (200/300 dpi). The scanner is suitable for continuous scanning because it allows you to load up to 300 sheets of documents at a time. It helps improve efficiency for scanning a large volume of documents. In addition, various types of documents, such as thin paper, plastic cards, books, magazines, envelopes, and long page documents can be scanned on this scanner.

Mechanism for stable paper feeding and ejecting that prevents document damage and paper feeding failure

- Scan various types of business documents with a single scanner
- The straight paper path structure that reduces the load on a document that is being fed, assures stable scanning regardless of the condition and type of a document. By simply changing the feed mode to non-correction mode, you can easily scan thick documents such as drawings folded in half, multi-layered receipts, and envelopes with the same straight paper path operation.
- Protect important information by preventing missing edges and document damage
- Skew reducer helps improve the feeding performance significantly and prevents a scanned image from missing an edge. Paper Protection minimizes the risk of document damage and protects your important documents by importing abnormalities in sound and document damage.

Design that meets the user's needs

- The fi-7700S helps improve the efficiency of operations by providing a variety of functions that make scanning easier for the user.
- Fully utilize allocated space with its flexible design
- The scanner is equipped with an ADF that can slide to the right or to the left or rotate by 180 degrees. A user can load documents easily for scanning by adjusting the ADF to suit the user's office or workspace environment. Operational panel is equipped with an LCD screen to let users easily check the status of the scanner.

Reduce the workload before and after scanning from setting to collecting documents

- When setting documents, you can easily align the edges of the documents with independent side guides even if the size of each document varies. For collecting documents, the side guide reduces the time and effort that are required when you scan with the flatbed. You can consequently scan thick, fragile or bound documents with the document cover open, which results in smoother scanning flow.

Advanced software for your work efficiency

- Connect your business workflow with PaperStream IP and PaperStream Capture
- The PaperStream IP scanner drivers, which supports TWAIN/ISIS, avoids the inconvenience of fine setting adjustments for OCR processes. It automatically converts the images into exceptionally clean images, accelerates OCR even when scanning wrinkled or folded documents, or documents with a background pattern. With an intuitive interface, PaperStream Capture effectively and efficiently allows you to feed information into your organization's workflow through various capture features during batch scanning.
- Barcode recognition, automatic sorting, and indexing
- You can set up on routine tasks (batch scanning) and configure the scanner to create folders that are divided with barcodes or passcodes as well as automatically soft scanned images to save or index them. The automatic selection of a scanning mode according to each passcode allows you to load a mixed batch of documents with different types of documents at the same time. The usability for administrators and users is taken into consideration for image processing, which has made simple operations possible and has improved productivity, so that less work is required for users to sort scanned images.

Options

- Black Document Pad
- 2D Barcode for PaperStream

Consumables

- Brake Roller
- Pick Roller

Trademarks

- ABBYY and FineReader are trademarks of ABBYY Software, Ltd. which may be registered in some jurisdictions.
- ISIS is a registered trademark of EMC Corporation in the United States.
- Microsoft, Windows and Windows Server are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Microsoft Corporation in the United States and/or other countries.
- The company names and product names are the registered trademarks or trademarks of the respective companies.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

- We must be sure to carefully read all safety precautions prior to using this product and use this device in accordance with the operation manual.
- When handling this device, such as when it is moved, stored, shipped or in areas. Using this product under such conditions may result in electrical shock, fire or damage to this product.
- We must be sure to limit the size of this product to 300 sheets per pass.

Visit the fi Series web site for ordering and purchasing information

http://imagescanner.fujitsu.com

Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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